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Conventional and exotic hadrons
Conventional hadrons: mesons (quark+antiquark), hadrons (3 quarks)
Exotic hadrons: virtually anything else

Glueballs
Hybrids
Tetraquarks
Pentaquarks
Hexaquarks
...and any other possible combination
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Hidden and explicit exotics

Hidden exotics

Minimal quark content "mimics"
regular hadrons structure
[cc̄uū], [cc̄dd̄]...
Careful study needed
Quantum numbers
Production cross-section
Unusual mass and/or width
Unusual decay pattern

Explicit exotics

Minimal quark content
manifestly exotic
"Charged quarkonia" such as Z+

c ,
Z+
b with [cc̄ud̄] or [bb̄ud̄]

Open-flavour tetraquarks: [csūd̄]
Doubly charm tetraquarks: [ccūd̄]
Fully charm tetraquarks: [ccc̄c̄]
Pentaquarks: [cc̄uud], [cc̄uds]

Studied by many different experiments: LHCb, BESIII, ATLAS, CMS, Belle,
Belle II, BaBar, CDF, D0, ALICE...
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Models for multiquark states

Mesonic (baryonic) molecule
Low binding energy, narrow states
Only S-wave, few states predicted
Independently decaying components
Mass close to two-body threshold
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I give a brief account of current topics in description of exotic multiquark mesonic resonances
with hidden heavy (c or b) flavor, the so-called XYZ states, in terms of hadronic molecules and
hadro-quarkonium systems. Also discussed are the recently observed hidden-charm pentaquarks
including additional ways of producing them in experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Experiment has revealed a number of states with
hidden charm and hidden bottom that do not fit the
standard quark model template of mesons consisting
of a quark and antiquark and baryons consisting of
three quarks. Thus far about a dozen or more mesons
above the open charm threshold require presence in-
side them of a light quark-antiquark pair along with
a hidden charm cc̄ quark pair. Two isotopic dou-
blets of mesons with a heavier bb̄ quark pair with
a similar four-quark structure have been observed.
More recently, sightings of pentaquarks consisting of
three light quarks and a cc̄ pair have been reported.
This family of hadronic states, referred to as exotic,
and expanding from the first observation [1] of the
charmonium-like peak X(3872) up to the most re-
cently reported [2] narrow pentaquarks, conspicuously
challenges the theory for explaining their ‘internal
workings’ and possibly predicting their yet unknown
properties and new states of similar nature.

Detailed reviews of the experimental status of the
new states and of various theoretical models can be
found in a number of very recent papers [3–6]. Here I
present a brief account of the theoretical situation as I
see it. The existing schemes for description of the ex-
otic states are based on the idea that the complicated
multiquark dynamics splits into simpler few-body cor-
relations that may be tractable theoretically. The dis-
cussed types of such two-body correlations are shown
in Figure 1. Although all of the shown configurations
are likely present, to an extent, in the XYZ mesons,
as will be discussed, there are good reasons to believe
(or at least a strong hope) that the configurations of
two first types, molecules and hadro-quarkonium, are
dominant in some of the observed exotic states. On
the contrary, it can be argued that the third struc-
ture in Figure 1 corresponding to significant correla-
tions within diquarks and antidiquarks does not have
a justification within QCD dynamics. As to the most
theoretically ‘unpleasant’ fourth structure, where all
interactions are of similar strength and no few-body
correlations can be considered as more important than
other, one can only hope that it is not very important
in at least some of the exotic hadrons. The study of
baryonic exotic states, the pentaquarks, is still at an

early stage, so that only preliminary remarks can be
made at present regarding the internal dynamics of
these baryons.

In what follows I discuss the configurations of Fig-
ure 1 within specific mesonic XYZ states, and then
briefly discuss the hidden-charm pentaquarks.
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FIG. 1: Types of internal dynamics of exotic heavy
mesons.

II. MOLECULES

The notion of hadronic molecules made of heavy-
light hadrons goes back to the following simple con-
sideration [7]. The interaction between such hadrons,
mediated by exchange of light quarks and antiquarks
does not depend on the mass of the heavy quark in the
limit, where that mass is large. On the other hand the
kinetic energy is inversely proportional to the heavy
mass. Thus for the states of heavy hadron pairs, where
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Compact multiquark
Tightly bound states
Large prompt production at high pT
Rich isospin splitting (charged states)
Isospin partners never observed
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Models for multiquark states

Hadroquarkonium
Open heavy flavour decays suppressed
Binded quarkonium and light quarks
No requirements on mass
Not clear whether binding can happen
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A brief history of χc1(3872)

X(3872) is the first well-established
exotic candidate ever discovered
Observed by Belle in 2003 as a narrow
peak in mJ/ψππ from
B+ → K+J/ψπ+π− decays
Observed in the following years by
many other experiments
mχc1 −mD0 −mD∗0 = 0.01± 0.18 MeV
Γ < 1.2 MeV/c2

JPC = 1++ measured by LHCb
No clear description of its nature:
compact tetraquark, mesonic molecule,
admixture...
Precise measurement of its mass and
width is paramount

well as the specific ionization in the CDC. This classi-
fication is superseded if the track is identified as a lepton:
electrons are identified by the presence of a matching
ECL cluster with energy and transverse profile consistent
with an electromagnetic shower; muons are identified by
their range and transverse scattering in the KLM.

For the B! K����J= study we use events that have
a pair of well identified oppositely charged electrons or
muons with an invariant mass in the range 3:077<
M‘�‘� < 3:117 GeV, a loosely identified charged kaon,
and a pair of oppositely charged pions. In order to reject
background from � conversion products and curling
tracks, we require the ���� invariant mass to be greater
than 0.4 GeV. To reduce the level of e�e� ! q �qq (q �
u; d; s, or c quark) continuum events in the sample, we
also require R2 < 0:4, where R2 is the normalized Fox-
Wolfram moment [8], and j cos�Bj< 0:8, where �B is the
polar angle of the B-meson direction in the CM frame.

Candidate B� ! K�����J= mesons are recon-
structed using the energy difference �E � ECMB �
ECMbeam and the beam-energy constrained mass

Mbc �
��������������������������������������
�ECMbeam�

2 � �pCMB �2
q

, where ECMbeam is the beam

energy in the CM system, and ECMB and pCMB are the
CM energy and momentum of the B candidate. The sig-
nal region is defined as 5:271 GeV<Mbc < 5:289 GeV
and j�Ej< 0:030 GeV.

Figure 1(a) shows the distribution of �M �
M�����‘�‘�� �M�‘�‘�� for events in the �E-Mbc

signal region. Here a large peak corresponding to  0 !
����J= is evident at 0.589 GeV. In addition, there is a
significant spike in the distribution at 0.775 GeV.
Figure 1(b) shows the same distribution for a large sample
of generic B- �BB Monte Carlo (MC) events. Except for the
prominent  0 peak, the distribution is smooth and fea-
tureless. In the rest of this Letter we use M�����J= �
determined from �M�MJ= , whereMJ= is the PDG [9]
value for the J= mass. The spike at �M � 0:775 GeV
corresponds to a mass near 3872 MeV.

We make separate fits to the data in the  0

(3580 MeV<M����J= < 3780 MeV) and the M �

3872 MeV (3770 MeV<M����J= < 3970 MeV) re-
gions using a simultaneous unbinned maximum likeli-
hood fit to the Mbc, �E, and M����J= distributions [10].
For the fits, the probability density functions (PDFs) for
the Mbc and M����J= signals are single Gaussians; the
�E signal PDF is a double Gaussian composed of a
narrow ‘‘core’’ and a broad ‘‘tail.’’ The background
PDFs for �E and M����J= are linear functions, and
the Mbc background PDF is the ARGUS threshold func-
tion [11]. For the  0 region fit, the peak positions and
widths of the three signal PDFs, the �E core fraction, as
well as the parameters of the background PDFs, are left as
free parameters. The values of the resolution parameters
that are returned by the fit are consistent with MC-based
expectations. For the fit to theM � 3872 MeV region, the
Mbc peak and width, as well as the �E peak, widths, and
core fraction (96.5%) are fixed at the values determined
from the  0 fit.

The results of the fits are presented in Table I.
Figures 2(a)–2(c) show the Mbc, M����J= , and �E
signal-band projections for the M � 3872 MeV signal
region, respectively. The superimposed curves indicate
the results of the fit. There are clear peaks with consistent
yields in all three quantities. The signal yield of 35:7�
6:8 events has a statistical significance of 10:3�, deter-
mined from

�����������������������������������
�2 ln�L0=Lmax�

p
, where Lmax and L0 are

the likelihood values for the best-fit and for zero-signal
yield, respectively. In the following we refer to this as the
X�3872�.

We determine the mass of the signal peak relative to
the well measured  0 mass:

MX � Mmeas
X �Mmeas

 0 �MPDG
 0

� 3872:0� 0:6�stat� � 0:5�syst� MeV:

Since we use the precisely known value of the  0 mass [9]
as a reference, the systematic error is small. The M 0

measurement, which is referenced to the J= mass that
is 589 MeV away, is �0:5� 0:2 MeV from its world-
average value [12]. Variation of the mass scale from M 0

toMX requires an extrapolation of only 186 MeVand, thus,
the systematic shift in MX can safely be expected to be
less than this amount.We assign 0.5 MeVas the systematic
error on the mass.

The measured width of the X�3872� peak is � � 2:5�
0:5 MeV, which is consistent with the MC-determined
resolution and the value obtained from the fit to the  0
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FIG. 1. Distribution of M�����‘�‘�� �M�‘�‘�� for se-
lected events in the �E-Mbc signal region for (a) Belle data
and (b) generic B- �BB MC events.

TABLE I. Results of the fits to the  0 and M � 3872 MeV
regions. The errors are statistical only.

Quantity  0 region M � 3872 MeV region

Signal events 489� 23 35:7� 6:8
Mmeas
����J= peak 3685:5� 0:2 MeV 3871:5� 0:6 MeV
�M����J= 3:3� 0:2 MeV 2:5� 0:5 MeV
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Mass, width and lineshape of χc1(3872)

3868 3870 3872 3874[
MeV/c2

]
mχc1(3872)

mD0 +mD∗0

D0 [PRL 93 (2004) 162002]
BaBar [PRD 82 (2010) 011101]
BaBar [PRD 77 (2008) 111101]
BaBar [PRD 77 (2008) 111101]

BESIII [PRL 112 (2014) 092001]
LHCb [EPJC 72 (2012) 1972]

Belle [PRD 84 (2011) 052004]
CDF [PRL 103 (2009) 152001]

PDG 2018 [PRD 98 (2018) 030001]

LHCb [PRD 102 (2020) 092005]
LHCb [JHEP 08 (2020) 123]

0 1 2 3 4 5

[MeV]Γχc1(3872)

BaBar [PRD 73 (2006) 011101]

BaBar [PRD 77 (2008) 111101]

BESIII [PRL 112 (2014) 092001]

Belle [PRD 84 (2011) 052004]

LHCb [PRD 102 (2020) 092005]

LHCb [JHEP 08 (2020) 123]

First non-zero determination of the width of this exotic state!

Lineshape study finds 2 poles in the
Riemann surface of the decay amplitude
Only D0D∗0 channel considered
Bound state preferred, virtual
assignment cannot be ruled out

[JHEP 08 (2020) 123], [PRD 102 (2020) 092005]
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https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2FJHEP08%282020%29123
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.102.092005


ω contribution in χc1(3872)→ π+π−J/ψ
Study of the resonant π+π− structure in the χc1(3872) "golden channel"

Using a single Breit-Wigner with a
Blatt-Weisskopf radius of 1.45 GeV−1

Adding an ω contribution with a
2-channel K-matrix model

Ratio of couplings
gχc1(3872)→ρJ/ψ

gχc1(3872)→ωJψ
= 0.29± 0.04

is one order of magnitude larger than expected for pure cc̄ states

[arXiv:2204.12597], submitted to PRL
Lorenzo Capriotti - Spectroscopy at LHCb: experimental overview and prospects 9 / 30

https://arxiv.org/abs/2204.12597


χc1(3872) production in pp and pPb
Observation of multiplicity-dependence prompt production

Decreasing production wrt increasing # of tracks in the event
Comover Interaction Model: interaction with other produced particles
Breakup cross-section determined by radius and binding energy
Coalescence mechanism inconsistent with data, compact preferred
Cross-check: production from b decays seems flat

Furthermore, increased cross-section ratio from pp to pPb collisions
Different dynamics in the nuclear medium than conventional charmonia?
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[PRL 126 (2021) 092001], [LHCB-CONF-2022-001]
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https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.126.092001
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2807146/files/LHCb-CONF-2022-001.pdf?version=1


Hidden exotics in B+ → J/ψφK+Hidden exotics in J/yf system: 
B→J/yfK X(4140) and friends

7 Nov  2022/Rome Vanya Belyaev "Exotic Hadrons"  13

CDF: PRL102, (2009) 242002

LHCb: PRD85, (2012) 091103R

CMS: PLB734 (2014) 261
D0: PRD89 (2014) 012004 

Belle: AIP CP 1257 (2010), 189
BaBaR: PRD91 (2015) 1 012003

Observation of X(4140) and evidence for X(4274) by CDF, confirmed by D0
and CMS, not confirmed by Belle, BaBar, LHCb
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Hidden exotics in B+ → J/ψφK+

Run 1 analysis: X(4150), X(4500), X(4700), X(4140), X(4274)
Run 2 analysis: X(4630), X(4685), Zcs(4000)+, Zcs(4220)+

First observation of exotic states with cc̄us̄ content in the J/ψK+ final state

[PRL 127 (2021) 082001]
Lorenzo Capriotti - Spectroscopy at LHCb: experimental overview and prospects 12 / 30

https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.127.082001


CHARGED
AND

OPEN-FLAVOUR
TETRAQUARKS
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Amplitude analysis of B+ → D+D−K+

Amplitude model constructed with the isobar formalism
Total amplitude dominated by coherent sum of subsequent 2-body decays
All well-motivated DD resonances are included

[arXiv:2009.00026]
Lorenzo Capriotti - Spectroscopy at LHCb: experimental overview and prospects 14 / 30

https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.00026


Amplitude analysis of B+ → D+D−K+
Data not well described by considering only DD resonances
Two D−K+ Breit-Wigners added to improve significantly the fit
Spin-0 and spin-1, roughly the same mass

[PRD 102 (2020) 112003]
Lorenzo Capriotti - Spectroscopy at LHCb: experimental overview and prospects 15 / 30

https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.102.112003


Amplitude analysis of B+ → D+D−K+

No evidence for the χc0(3860)→ D+D− state reported by Belle

χc2(3930) contribution better described by 2 states: χc0(3930), χc2(3930)

Reasonable agreement with data when including 2 D−K+ Breit-Wigners
mX0(2900) = 2886± 7± 2 MeV, ΓX0(2900) = 57± 12± 4 MeV
mX1(2900) = 2904± 5± 1 MeV, ΓX1(2900) = 110± 11± 4 MeV
However, other models (i.e. rescattering) may also explain the discrepancy

If interpreted as resonances =⇒ first clear observation of exotic hadrons with
open flavour, and without a heavy quark-antiquark pair

Minimal quark content: [cdsu]
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New open-charm tetraquarks
Study of the B0 → D̄0D+

s π
− and B+ → D−D+

s π
+ channels

Joint amplitude analysis linked through isospin symmetry
Two new states necessary (9σ) to describe the peaking structure
T acs̄0(2900)0 and T acs̄0(2900)++, JP = 0+ favoured by >7.5σ

[PRL 125 (2020) 242001], [PRD 102 (2020) 112003], [arXiv:2212.02716]
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https://journals.aps.org/prl/references/10.1103/PhysRevLett.125.242001
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.102.112003
https://arxiv.org/abs/2212.02716


Observation of a doubly-charmed tetraquark
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Narrow peak in the D0D0π+ spectrum just below the D∗+D0 threshold
Consistent with the ground isoscalar T+

cc tetraquark with quark content ccūd̄
Measured pole position and width, scattering length, effective range...
Weinberg compositeness parameter: Z < 0.52 at 90% CL
Unexpected behaviour: no production cross-section suppression at high
multiplicity, although large size is measured - like for χc1(3872)

[Nature Physics 18 (2022) 751–754], [Nature Comm. 13 (2022) 3351]
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https://www.nature.com/articles/s41567-022-01614-y
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-022-30206-w


Structure in J/ψ-pair mass spectrum
No interference
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Threshold enhancement described by
two resonances
S-wave BW × 2-body phase space
mX(6900) = 6905± 11± 7 MeV
ΓX(6900) = 80± 19± 33 MeV
Significance >5σ

Threshold enhancement described by
interference
One BW, interference with SPS
mX(6900) = 6886± 11± 11 MeV
ΓX(6900) = 168± 33± 69 MeV
Significance >5σ

[Sci. Bull. 2020 65(23) 1983]
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https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2095927320305685


Structure in J/ψ-pair mass spectrum
Observation confirmed and extended to two peaks + evidence for a third peak
by both ATLAS and CMS

Feasibility for a joint analysis?
Will we be able to see also peaks in Υ-pair mass spectrum?

Fully charmed tetraquark cc𝐜𝐜

All experiments see nontrivial structures: common analysis?

7 Nov  2022/Rome Vanya Belyaev "Exotic Hadrons"  26

-

[CMS-PAS-BPH-21-003], [ATLAS-CONF-2022-040]
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PENTAQUARKS
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Pentaquarks: the origins
Amplitude analysis of Λ0

b → J/ψK−p for Run 1 data (left), narrow peaks for
Run 1-2 data (right)

higher mass states are 9 and 12 standard deviations,
respectively.
Analysis and results.—We use data corresponding to

1 fb−1 of integrated luminosity acquired by the LHCb
experiment in pp collisions at 7 TeV center-of-mass
energy, and 2 fb−1 at 8 TeV. The LHCb detector [13]
is a single-arm forward spectrometer covering the
pseudorapidity range, 2 < η < 5. The detector includes a
high-precision tracking system consisting of a silicon-strip
vertex detector surrounding the pp interaction region [14],
a large-area silicon-strip detector located upstream of a
dipole magnet with a bending power of about 4 Tm, and
three stations of silicon-strip detectors and straw drift tubes
[15] placed downstream of the magnet. Different types of
charged hadrons are distinguished using information from
two ring-imaging Cherenkov detectors [16]. Muons are
identified by a system composed of alternating layers of
iron and multiwire proportional chambers [17].

Events are triggered by a J=ψ → μþμ− decay, requiring
two identified muons with opposite charge, each with
transverse momentum, pT , greater than 500 MeV. The
dimuon system is required to form a vertex with a fit
χ2 < 16, to be significantly displaced from the nearest pp
interaction vertex, and to have an invariant mass within
120 MeV of the J=ψ mass [12]. After applying these
requirements, there is a large J=ψ signal over a small
background [18]. Only candidates with dimuon invariant
mass between −48 and þ43 MeV relative to the observed
J=ψ mass peak are selected, the asymmetry accounting for
final-state electromagnetic radiation.
Analysis preselection requirements are imposed prior to

using a gradient boosted decision tree, BDTG [19], that
separates the Λ0

b signal from backgrounds. Each track is
required to be of good quality and multiple reconstructions
of the same track are removed. Requirements on the
individual particles include pT > 550 MeV for muons,
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FIG. 2 (color online). Invariant mass of (a) K−p and (b) J=ψp combinations from Λ0
b → J=ψK−p decays. The solid (red) curve is the

expectation from phase space. The background has been subtracted.
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14 well established Λ∗ → pK− resonances in the amplitude model
The large Pc(4450)+ contribution is resolved into two separate peaks
All states lie just below some mass threshold - molecules?
Confirmed also with Legendre polynomial expansion

[PRL 115, 072001 (2015)], [PRL 122, 222001 (2019)]
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https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.122.222001


New pentaquarks: Pc(4337)+

Amplitude analysis of B0
s → J/ψpp̄ decays

Evidence for a structure in J/ψp and J/ψp̄
Statistical significance is > 3σ
mPc

= 4337+7+2
−4−2 MeV, ΓPc

= 29+26+14
−12−14 MeV

No evidence for Pc(4312)+ nor for fJ(2220) (glueball)

[Eur. Phys. C75 (2015) 101], [PRL 128 (2022) 062001]
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https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-015-3317-9
https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.128.062001


New pentaquarks: Pcs(4459)0

Amplitude analysis of Ξ0
b → J/ψΛK− decays
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Two new Ξ∗− states observed: Ξ(1690)− and Ξ(1820)−

Evidence for a new pentaquark with strangeness
Mass is 19 MeV below the Ξ0

cD̄
∗0, JP not yet determined

Limited yield, improvements foreseen in the next years

[Sci. Bull. 2021 66(13) 1278]
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New pentaquarks: PΛ
ψs

Amplitude analysis of B− → J/ψΛp̄

Observation of a narrow pentaquark state with high significance
J = 1

2 , odd parity preferred: JP = 1
2

+ escluded at 90% CL
First observation of a pentaquark with strange quark content: [cc̄uds]
Very close to the Ξ+

c D
− mass threshold

[arXiv:2210.10346], submitted to PRL
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LOOKING
INTO
THE

FUTURE
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Prospects for the future: Tcc, Tbc and Tbb

Tcc: multiplicity dependence unexpected, what is the production mechanism?
Study production in pA and AA collisions

Tbc and Tbb: stable and weakly-decaying states?
Based on existence and properties of Tcc there is consensus in theory
community that Tbb [bbūd̄] must be stable
Binding energy O(100 MeV)
Tbc [bcūd̄] might be stable

[arXiv:2001.01446], [PLB 814 (2021) 136095], arXiv:2008.11146
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.01446
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269321000356
https://arxiv.org/abs/2008.11146


Prospects for the future: X(6900)

Double J/ψ final state is perfectly suitable for all LHC experiments
How about other charmonia? J/ψψ′, J/ψχc...
It would be interesting also to check production in pA and AA
environments
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Prospects: open-charm and pentaquarks

Many new states are expected to exist
With LHC Run 3 and beyond, many new channels will be available for
analysis
Mass resolution and PID are essential especially for pentaquarks
Prompt production still unobserved
Amplitude analysis is challenging now and it will get worse!
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Conclusions

Heavy meson spectroscopy is an extremely rich and productive field, both
for conventional and exotic states
New exotic hadrons are discovered every year, both hidden and explicit
Spectroscopy of heavy hadrons is crucial to understand QCD dynamics
and binding rules
Exotics are not rare!
However, still mostly unexplored territory!
Most important aspect is to continue the close cooperation between the
major players (LHC experiments, BelleII, BESIII) and theory community
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